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Making A Proper Magneto Check (Reprinted from Avco Lycoming "Flyer") VERY PILOT has his own technique and reasons why



he performs a magneto check, and it is often imE properly performed or misunderstood. For the sake of clarification, let's examine the magneto check more closely. During engine run-up and ground check, a pilot should conduct a magneto check to assure himself that the ignition system is functioning properly. Although religiously performed before take-off, reasons for conducting this check and what to look for have become purely routine and mechanical. Many pilots perform the magneto check in accordance with the operator's manual or pre-take-off



check list without really understanding its importance or how to interpret the results into meaningful facts. When executing a mag check, the switch is turned to one magneto (left or right), and this provides a clue to the over-all condition of ignition system and engine performance. Since all modern horizontally opposed aircraft engines incorporate a dual ignition system . . . two spark plugs per cylinder, wiring is so arranged to insure



consistent engine rpm drop-off when making a magneto check. The left magneto fires top spark plugs on the left bank and lower plugs on the right bank, whereas the right magneto fires the top plugs on the right bank and lower plugs on the left bank. In the past, a magneto drop-off check was conducted by establishing required engine rpm as indicated by the operator's manual or pre-take-off check list. Engine speed could vary anywhere from 1,800 rpm on low horsepower engines to 2,200 rpm on high horsepower engines. Normally, a drop in engine rpm was noted when switching from one magneto to another, and rpm spread between right and left magneto was also noted. If magneto drop-off was within prescribed allowable limits and all other checks completed satisfactorily, you were ready for takeoff. Continued progress and technological advancement in engine development, together with refinement of ignition systems, resulted in improving the existing magneto check. The aforementioned magneto check was satisfactory under most normal conditions, provided the pilot knew what and when normal conditions existed. For example, this method did not compensate for unknown variables such as temperature, humidity, and engine wear. Because these variables did influence amount of magneto drop-off, a more positive method was required. Considerable time and effort was expended by Avco Lycoming to develop a new magneto check procedure. The new procedure is based on engine manifold pressure



rather than on engine rpm alone, and proves to be far



superior to past methods. Because of its superiority in providing a better clue to engine health, operators of Avco Lycoming engines are requested to perform a magneto check in accordance with the new prescribed procedure (Service Instruction 1132). First, warm up engines in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations. Allow them to warm up gradually, yet at a high enough speed (1,200 to 1,500 rpm) to run alternators and/or generators and provide augmentor action if applicable. Running at this speed also reduces the possibility of spark plug fouling. Set the propeller blade angle at minimum position (low pitch) for aircraft equipped with a controllable pitch propeller. Now! Here is where we encounter our change in procedure. Set throttle to produce 50-65 percent rated power as indicated on the manifold pressure gauge. Check the operator's manual for proper engine speed and manifold pressure to establish required engine power. These settings will vary between a direct drive, geared, and geared-supercharged engine. Fig. 1 illustrates graphically the manifold pressure and engine rpm range to produce 50 65 percent power on the IGSO-540 engine. Once correct engine power has been established, proceed to make the magneto check in the manner described below. This procedure covers engines listed in Fig. 2 only: 1. Turn magneto switch from "Both" to "Left" (L) and back to "Both" . . . observe and note the drop in engine rpm. (Continued on next page)



All models except as otherwise listed O-290-D and O-435 Series O-290-D2 VO-435, TVO-435, TIVO-540 and VO-540 A 100 RPM maximum m«» drop-off



125 RPM 100 RPM *175 RPM 200 RPM



was specified for O-2M)-D2



engines with engine properly timed at 18° spark advance. The 100 RPM drop-off was usually hard to obtain at this critical spark setting. It is recommended that pings he gapped at .025 inch for hcst result and 175 RPM maximum magneto drop-off is permissible. fie 2



Engine Model



Engine Speed (RPM)



All direct drive, opposed series aircraft engines



2000 max.



125



VO-360 Series



2850/2900



125



'(15 to 16 in. Hg. M. P.)



Maximum Drop- Off (RPM)



VO-435, TVO-435, VO-540,



TIVO-540 (check with minimum rotor pitch after 3200 cylinder head temperature reaches 100°C.
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Fig. 3. SPORT AVIATION
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MAGNETO CHECK . . . (Continued from preceding page)



2. Turn magneto switch from "Both" to "Right" (R) and back to "Both" . . . observe and note the drop in engine rpm. 3. Limits of maximum allowable drop-off are indicated in Fig. 2. 4. Difference in magneto drop-off between "Left" and "Right" magneto should not exceed 50 rpm. Aircraft equipped with fixed pitch propellers, or not equipped with manifold pressure gauges, should follow magneto check procedure 1 through 4 as outlined above. Limits of maximum engine rpm and allowable magneto drop-off are covered in Fig. 3. Also, certain helicopter engines may perform a magneto drop-off check by deviating from specified engine speed as outlined in Fig. 3. During a magneto check, no drop-off in engine rpm could occur. This condition indicates a "hot magneto", meaning the magneto is not grounded and continues to fire even though turned off. To double check this condition, set the throttle at idle speed and turn magneto switch to "Off" position momentarily and back to "Both." If the engine does not shut down momentarily, a "hot magneto" exists and this condition should be reported immediately to a mechanic. Care should be exercised when operating on one magneto. Operation on one magneto should not exceed 2 to 3 seconds; longer duration can cause the non-firing plugs to become fouled. Engine smoothness is most important when making a magneto check. Roughness on either magneto is usually an indication of a poor ignition



system or fouled spark plugs. The condition of spark plug fouling can sometimes be burned off by operating the engine at magneto check rpm, or higher if necessary. Length and frequency of "burn-off" run-up will be dictated and



limited by oil and cylinder head temperatures. New four cylinder engines at times will have a high rough mag drop on the first check. This is usually caused by oil fouling due to rings not being properly seated. Sometimes, this can be eliminated by a second and third mag check. When magneto drop-off persistently exceeds the amount specified, an inspection of the engine should be conducted to determine the cause. However, more-thanmaximum mag drop is acceptable provided the engine runs smooth on one magneto. Common causes for excessive magneto drop-off include incorrect grade of fuel, fouled or incorrectly gapped spark plugs, incorrectly timed magnetos, and incorrect fuel/air ratio. Persistent oil fouling of spark plugs on high time engines should be investigated, and proper maintenance action taken. The veil of mystery which may have surrounded magneto checks and their purpose should now be somewhat removed. Considerable time and cost has been expended investigating the area of proper magneto check to further improve performance and reliability of Avco Lycoming engines . . . use it wisely. Remember, whenever there is doubt concerning proper procedure for a magneto check, consult your operator's manual; most everything you need to know is covered therein and additional information is always available from the manufacturer. Read your manual and follow the procedures outlined for maximum engine life. ®



World Soaring Record Set new world soaring record of 472 miles is being A claimed by Karl Striedieck of Port Matilda, Pa. for a flight he made March 3, 1968. After numerous previous



attempts at the out-and-return record, he was successful on this date, starting at Eaglesville, Pa., soaring 236 miles to a predesignated turn point at Mountain Grove, Va., and returning to Eaglesville. The sailplane used was a German built, medium performance Schleicher Ka-8B. Elapsed time for the flight was 10 hr. 18 min., thus his average speed was 45.8 mph. Documentation for the flight must be approved by the Soaring Society of America, the National Aeronautic Association, and the Federation Aeronautique Internationale in Paris before the present world single-place outand-return record of 453.98 miles, set by S. H. Georgeson of New Zealand on January 6, 1965, can be replaced in the record book. When approved, it will also replace the existing U. S. national record of 348.24 miles, set by Sterling Starr at Inyokern, Calif., on July 15, 1961.



Striedieck's f l i g h t utilized upcurrents primarily formed by the 20-35 mph wind being deflected up and over the long mountain ridges in that area of the United States. There were a number of gaps in the ridges before



which he had to work the ridge lift for all the altitude it



would produce before he could glide across the gaps. On a few occasions, he had to circle in thermal upcurrents to gain extra altitude. At Cumberland, W. Va., he had to traverse downwind to the next ridge where he encountered mountain lee wave-type lift that yielded the maximum altitude of the flight, about 6,000 ft. Mostly, he was right down at ridge-top height, 1,800 to 4,500 ft. high, where 34



AUGUST 1968



the lift was strongest and roughest, driving along at rough-air red-line speed of 80 mph crabbed about 30 deg. to the line of flight. At Altoona, Pa., a four mile wide gap in the ridge was obscured by a snow shower which blocked the course, necessitating a hold for half an hour until it cleared. The sky was mostly overcast over the middle part of the course, but it was clear for about 50 miles at both ends. Take-off was from the pilot's farm at Port Matilda,



where he released in the ridge lift at 7:05 A.M. He then



soared northeast along the ridge about 30 miles, photographed his previously declared starting point for the flight at 7:35 A.M., and then began the long run south. Adding to the remarkability of the flight was the 20 deg. temperature at ground level, or about 10 deg. at flight level. However, comfort was no problem because the pilot was well garbed. Landing was at 5:53 P.M.



Striedieck, 30, is a pilot by profession, and the EAA congratulates him for his singular achievement. ®



CORRECTION C. B. Falconar informs us of an oversight connected with his article entitled "Activities in Alberta" which appeared in the March, 1968 issue of SPORT AVIATION.



He advises us that credit for the production of the Abbotsford Air Show should also be given the Abbotsford Flying Club and Abbotsford Rotary Club as co-sponsors.
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a proper family christmas 
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Making a Composite Prop 

Sep 10, 2000 - propeller will not cure completely and may get soft when heated by ... 4) Use a heat insulation plate between hub flange and prop if the flange ...
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Making A Nose Bowl 

copy for Alan Holloway's restoration project. 46 AUGUST 1999 .... With everything clamped tight, the metal is tapped down to meet the MDF form. Here's a ...
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history of the magneto 

Aug 24, 1971 - aircraft magneto. The greatest problem now facing the aircraft magneto is field service. The amount of magneto service normally performed in ...
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Making a Strong Hook Knife 

Oct 2, 2006 - Scott will help explain and show you how to make a hook knife that will keep its razor edge through hardwoods, that ..... Move quickly through the flame creating a circular motion along the ... Scott's tempering process is tricky.
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Making A Nose Bowl - Size 

These aircraft used the OX-5 V-8 en- gine, and the ... tools used for shaping the sheet metal .... Or download from our .... the nose bowl, and start gas welding.
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A Means Of Obtaining Proper Gluing Pressure 

amount of force that can be exerted for a given torque by the "C" clamps. Be sure all the clamps are uniform- ly cleaned and oiled. Utilizing a torque wrench ...
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Magneto Switch Options 

at some point before top-dead-cen- ter. This timing is ... only one impulse coupler on the left magneto. ... the left mag) then the engine should be cranked with the ...
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Manufacturing Check Sheet for Paragliders Piece Check 

Nom. -2 cm -1 cm. 0 cm. +1 cm +2 cm -2 cm -1 cm. 0 cm. +1 cm +2 cm Nom. -2 cm -1 cm. 0 cm. +1 cm +2 cm -2 cm -1 cm. 0 cm. +1 cm +2 cm Nom. -2 cm -1 cm.
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Check Telephone Portable Senior Geemarc - - A 

france,telephone mobile google nexus one,mobile phone accessories korea ... s2,telephone portable lg google,telephone mobile nokia asha 302,mobile phone ...
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Magneto-Optical Kerr effect 

Dec 9, 2003 - The listing of the program written for Octave (a free-software clone of MatLab) fallow: 1 function signal_filtered = mokefilter(moke_data).
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Magneto Switch Options 

magneto switch wiring with respect to switches and wire to be ... tion, rotary switch like those found on many production .... Electro-servo circuitry actively reduces ...
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The Solid State Magneto 

about the development of a solid state magneto. They seem ... any outside electrical energy to make it function. Thus, you ... run down, making the engine difficult to start. .... generate its own voltage..." However ... for motorcycles. We now feel 
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The Solid State Magneto 

about the development of a solid state ... velopments in the field of electronics ... run down, making the engine difficult to start. A run down battery will usually not.
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Ramp Check! 

the subject: R. Patrick Phillips, James Ramsey, and Scott Williams. A RAMP WHAT? A ramp check. You and your aircraft getting checked on the ramp.
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REFERENCE MANUAL PROPER PDF 

Gus Et De Geirard Et Leurs Rapports Aux Pop Es Fran Aises, Renault Modus Service Manual, and many other ebooks. We have made it easy for you to find a ...
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Proper Nouns - Wooskills 

1. What is your first name? 2. What is your last name? 3. What city or town do you live in? 4. What is the name of the President in your country? 5. What is today's ...
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Aircraft Magneto Systems 

An aircraft magneto is driven mechanically by the engine and it changes mechanical energy into electrical ... fuel-air mixture in the engine combustion chamber.
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no proper lady pdf 

Read and Download PDF Ebook no proper lady at Online Ebook Library. Get no proper lady PDF file for free from our online library. PDF File: no proper lady.
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Manufacturing Check Sheet for Paragliders Piece Check 

Glider Type: XD 46 S - Targa3 S. Serial No.: Rev. No.: 1. Date: 26.05.2006. Line lengths [cm]. R. Area. No. A. B. C. Left. Right. Left. Right. Left. Right. Nom. -2 c m.
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Line Check Sheet for Paragliders Piece Check 

Glider Type: UP XC14 Summti XCÂ² L (LTF/EN C). Serial No.: 4. Date: 18.07.2011. Line lengths [mm]. R. Area. No. A. B. C. Left. Right. Left. Right. Left. Right. Nom.
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Making Guitar: a balance between - GSAM 

Jean-Luc Joie. â€¢ Science but no intuition. â€¢ Â«I've seen the opportunity to increase dynamic Â». â€¢ Â« Wood is not enough to go further Â» ...
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Check Valve 

NBR. 5. FPM. Code Nominal size ... Pressure relief valve. Design series. Seal. Options. Drain line. Nominal size. Code ..... Technical Data / Characteristic Curves.
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Ramp Check! 

It's no wonder we come out with guns blazing when we're faced with an FAA ramp check. .... Likewise, this isn't the time to admit, â€œGosh, maybe I'm not current.
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